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Telephone Conversation with DSYG Paulo Pansa
Thursday, February 7, 1974

Paulo Pansa called on Thursday, February 7,

concerning paragraph 3 of page 2 of my letter regarding

the meeting of Political Directors. He was concerned

about the sentence as to whether or not the meeting

would be considered a meeting of the NAC, reinforced

by the presence of Political Directors. The issue was,

if that were the case with the first meeting and France

was not there, it couldn't be the case because you can't

have a regular meeting of the NAC without France. If it

applied to the second ones, that would be fine. I said

we could interpret it either way. The goal was to write

it in a way that France could feel they could come

because that is what François de Rose said - that, if it

were something new and separate, he couldn't, but if it

were just a meeting of the NAC, that would be a different

thing; and that, if France didn't attend, we could say

that that phraseology applied to subsequent meetings.

I then talked to de Rose and explained that to de Rose

and reemphasized the Three Wise Men report. He said he
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had sent word to Paris that this not be decided until

Jobert got back from Iraq and had a chance to look at

it personally. I said, well, in any event, understand

that that letter is not designed to be a problem. It is

designed to be interpreted in a way that would do the

most to get France to attend and shape it so that France

would. In the event France didn't, obviously it wouldn't

be a meeting of the Council.
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